Abstract-This paper present a new method based on co-sparse with learning paired dictionary. The new framework is consisted of three parts. Firstly a paired dictionary have been learned which is used to overcome a low resolution image by utilizing an externally applied high resolution (HR) dictionary and then learn based on the internal dictionary. Process the paired dictionary which consists of low resolution (LR) and high resolution (HR) dictionary by kernel regression based on their coefficient respectively, and applied directly to construct the HR patches. Secondly, co-sparse regularization and features of self similarity have been introduced to strengthen and enhanced the image structure. In addition, propagation filtering is applied to suppress the artefacts generated from neighboring pixel of an image while reserving the image edges. Finally, the HR image is generated by reconstructing all superior HR patches. The effectiveness of the co-sparse demonstrated in real test images. The proposed method achieved good quality high resolution images that are superior compared with different SR methods in terms of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), and structural similarity (SSIM).
I. INTRODUCTION
Image super-resolution reconstruction is very vital and active research field because it inverses the limitations of resolution in digital imaging. SR is acts as a process of reconstructing a high resolution (HR) image from low resolution (LR) input images, and applied successfully in many application such as, satellite imaging, biomedical imaging and electronic imaging etc. In recent years, SR reconstruction imaging model receives a great deal of attention [1] , and several SR approaches have been proposed to overcome the inherent limitation of resolution.
SR method can be divided into three categories, such as interpolation-based methods, reconstruction-based methods, and learning-based methods respectively. The interpolation method such as bicubic method, this method is very simple and fast but can generates blurred artefacts in the reconstruction part of SR image [2] . To inverse this effect, several methods have been proposed based on edge-direction interpolation method to preserve the edges. Due to limitation Manuscript received June 23, 2016 ; revised August 15, 2016 . This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (no. 61301211) and the Key Laboratory of Radar Imaging and Microwave Photonics, Ministry of Education, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nanjing, 210016, People Republic of China.
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of modeling the rich detailed of natural images, therefore, it is unable to generate the SR image [3] , [4] . Reconstruction-based method SR methods need certain input information to construct the HR image. It usually assumes the LR input image which is the combination of several factors such as blurring and down sampling operator, and noise. In this method one LR image relates to several HR images which leads to an ill posed problem. Smooth edge technique has been introduced to preserve the edges of image and strengthen the image structure [5] . Several methods have been proposed which named as iterative back projection [6] , [7] , and maximum a posteriori (MAP) [8] , [9] . Firstly it decomposes the original image into low pass and band pass, sub band images by using non-sampled transform. Secondly it applies edge detection method to reconstruct the SR image with good edge preservation. These approaches yielding good reconstruction quality of SR image but can generate aliasing effect in the reconstruction part.
Lately, the learning-based method have been very popular and play a major development in digital imaging. The example based method patch are modeled using Markov network and each element in the HR image comes from neighbor sets in the training phases [10] , this method generates good SR image with smooth edges and better resolution but requires large computational time to process of neighboring patches. Learning framework for example based method has been proposed recently, which fully consumes the HR distribution in terms of LR patches via soft information and decision [11] . Chakrabati et al. [12] proposed a method to reconstruct an SR image using kernel principal component analysis method (PCA), but this approach is limited to face images [12] . Kim and kwon [13] introduced a new method to reconstruct an SR image based on regression, the approach has been done based on study conducted by Freeman et al. This method can generate good HR image while maintain the edge preserving but requires large computational time. Learning machine technique has been used to generate weighting matrix of every LR image this method can produce good SR image but consume more time to generate an SR image [14] .
Sparse method has been widely used in digital imaging and pattern recognition, based on this concept several methods have been proposed, such as dictionary learning based method which provides robust SR reconstruction and satisfactory reconstructed SR image. Yang et al. [15] , [16] used sparse coding to reconstruct an SR image based on joint learning dictionary by assuming the concept that natural images have similar image structure and high frequency HF component. This method provides SR image with jaggy artefacts because of missing high frequency information in the reconstruction part. Yu et al. [17] introduced a modeling pursuit method. Firstly, it computes the image decomposition over spaces and then generates an HR image. Zeyde et al. [18] proposed a new training method for paired dictionary which is used to reconstruct an SR image, and algorithm is still time consuming because of learning paired dictionary. Yincheng et al. [19] proposed a robust method to reconstruct the HR image based on redundant dictionary, but it required large amount of calculation to process the dictionary under training phase. Dong et al. [20] has introduced the adaptively sparse regularization technique which utilizes a dictionary learning model which is constructed from a high resolution patches to generate an SR image, this approach inverses the artefacts and produce good resolution image with rich texture but it consumes large memory. New method has been applied recently to achieve the goal of an SR image by externally applied high resolution dictionary to reconstruct an image, the applied dictionary is not selected adaptively and processing of each patch required large amount of calculation, consequently leads to be large time consuming algorithm [21] . Chen et al. [22] introduced an adaptive cosparse method to reconstruct a high resolution HR image, patch is divided under the subspace domain by cluster form and then learned the subdictionary from cluster respectively, and the resulting SR image is with less texture detailed due to missing HF component in applied dictionary. Recently, SR can be reconstruct based on clustering algorithm by using sparse algorithm, the dictionary is used in reconstruction phase which is unable to produce a satisfactory SR reconstruction [23] .
From the above discussion several methods achieve the goal of SR reconstructions, but there are still some limitations and some detailed information are lost, when reconstructing from LR input image to HR image. In this study, we proposed a new method which uses co-sparse algorithm with paired dictionary to reconstruct an SR image, referring to the same idea [21] . The proposed method utilizes the prior input information which is get from dictionary of internal LR image, and external HR image respectively, to achieve the better resolution HR image. The co-sparse regularization and self-similarity terms have been introduced to strengthen and smooth the edges. Finally the propagation filter is used to suppress the artefacts. It can be seen that the proposed method can generate better SR reconstruction. Fig. 1 shows the framework of the proposed method, which achieves the goal of SR image by utilizing the external dictionary. Inspired from the idea of [21] , we have used two dictionaries to achieve the most part of the input LR image. Firstly, we construct an internal LR dictionary with an input LR image. Secondly, an externally applied dictionary is constructed from a high resolution images which is select based on clustering and then, compute the structure of clustering by using LR patches to gain the high frequency (HF) component respectively. In addition, developing the relationship between the LR and HR coefficient by using kernel regression method to obtain the smooth image. The final HR image is constructed by reconstructing all HR patches.
II. PROBLEM DISCUSSION IN SR IMAGE
Generally the reconstruction of HR image can be developed from LR input images but resolution and brightness remains critical issues. The main problem exists when reconstruction of HR image from LR input image cause severely ill-posed problem because of less sufficient information in LR images. Let assume Y l and X h are the input LR and HR image.
( 1) where n is the Gaussian noise, and L and B are the down sampling and blurring operators respectively. The estimated HR image satisfying the reconstruction constraint with input LR image as shown below, arg min
The above (2) is the image restoration model, which is used to produce an SR image based on the low resolution input image.
A. Paired Dictionary Learning
To learn a dictionary and to strengthen the image structure, we need to obtain a dataset of image patches for training of an image. To achieve this we gathered a HR images and cropped the image which contain rich information with size of √ √ . The image is divided into two categories such as smooth and texture. Let assume the m th input image is and it is scaled up by using the interpolation to obtain the n images which has the equivalent size of original image x h . Then extract the high frequency component of n images which LR image may lost. Firstly, image characteristics is further categorized. Let assume input image , , … , and the equivalent original image is , , … ,
. We cropped a rich amount of image patches from Q i and P i with the size of √ √ . It can be represented as a patch sets of P t and Q t respectively. After successfully creating the P t dataset we are now clustering P t datasets into k cluster which is , , … , ]. The patches are passed through high pass filter to form a structure of the image patches and edges, , , … … , so can be written as P t and the dataset Q t can be clustered into subsets , , … , , and Q tk be the k th subset. Similarly the same clustering is performed on the high resolution HR image patch selection, and we can achieved a patch sets of , , and is clustered into k subsets so , , … . , , and be the k th subset.
B. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Principal component analysis (PCA) is powerful technique which is used as a linear transformation based on statistical technique. PCA plays a vital role in digital signal processing, and is mainly used as a dimension reduction technique, and de-correlation [24] . This method has been successfully applied in image denoising by applying on each image patch [25] , and can be used to find out the orthonormal transformation matrix. By applying the PCA to each datasets Q andQ from which the dictionaries is constructed therefore we achieves the K internally dj and K externally Di dictionaries respectively. After successfully applying PCA, we get the eigenvectors which then form a subdictionary Dk. let assume , , … . , , so we can written as,
where is the sparse representing coefficients of S k . D K is the subdictionary of the k th cluster.
III. KERNEL REGRESSION METHOD
Specifically the down sampling method is the process to transform an HR image into LR image which can be categorizes as a linear process, and to reproduce the HR image by using its corresponding LR image can be act as an ill-posed problem. To overcome this problem we are cluster the HR and LR image patches into K clusters, and then train a series of mapping function [26] .
We are now developing the relationship between the LR and HR coefficients. To achieve this, we are categorizing HR LR image patches into K clusters, and train a mapping functions.
, ,…., ,
, ,…., , 
As discussed earlier , is the input vector, and , is the output vector respectively. At last passed the training sets through the kernel
The parameter k is responsible of HR patch coefficient and contained all values of the cluster. After successfully trained k which can formed the relationship between LR and HR coefficient, where and are the langrange multiplier [26] .
IV. CO-SPARSE SIGNAL ANALYSIS METHOD
Generally, in learning based method we used input LR image to achieve the goal of SR image. The LR image is blurred with noise effect. Recently several methods have been proposed to inverse this effect. Co-sparse method provides robust and unique approach of the linear problem in digital image processing model. Inspired from the basic concept of co-sparse analysis [27] . In sparse by using the operator function sometime image is not sparse, but its gradient can sparse [28] .
where μ is the regularization coefficient to maintain the balance of co-sparsity. Eq. 8 represent the co-sparse signal, represents the feature from x i , and D k is the subdictionary with size of , and 0 . is the l0 pseudo-norm.
A. Self-Similarity Features
To reconstruct a better SR image, we introduce the nonlocal self-similarity features which will improved the reconstruction quality. In the full image which contains similar patch or patterns. We rely on the same idea of [20] . Each patch x i. has similar patches with in the whole image x, let assume x i be the center pixel of the patch x i and x l i is the center pixel of patch of x l i , we can estimate the patch x i by using weighted average of x l i , which can be written below, (9) where b i l is weight assigned to the x l i . Natural images contains some patch redundancy. By calculating the error which has been updated . Incorporate the nonlocal similarity term into the co-sparse based representation method to enhance the performance of the sparse signal so Eq. (8) can be written as below,
where q is the constant parameter which balance the nonlocal similarity term and suppresses the blurred artefacts and also enhances the resolution of reconstructed image with presence of similar patches.
B. Propagation Filtering
Propagation filter has been successfully applied in several imaging application such as image denoising, image fusion and, image compression techniques. We are now utilizing the propagation filter [29] . This method achieves the goal of smoothing with neighbor pixels while maintaining the image structure and preserving edges.
International Journal of Modeling and Optimization, Vol. 6, No. 4, August 2016 where m is a regularization coefficient, and X f is the filter output. The filter based regularization which can maintain the smooth edges of the reconstructed HR image, but may suppress the rich detailed information of the HR image. Therefore selection of regularization parameter m is very important issue to obtain the optimum solution required for reconstruction of HR image. In (11) the first term guarantee the recovering X h from the degraded input LR image Y l , and second term used to enhances the image structure, the third term is the nonlocal self-similarity, and fourth term is propagation filter which maintain the edge structure of reconstructed HR image. 
V. SR IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
In SR imaging method, the HR image can be reconstructed by LR image based on co-sparse signal with subdictionary. Let assume the LR patch y l , and the internal subdictionary along with cluster is d jk , so we achieved sparse signal of y l i.e. .
, … … ,
Specifically, the HR patch can be recovered. The low resolution input image is used to scale up by using the bicubic method to achieve the corresponding high resolution image X and have the same size as . Let assume X is the high resolution image vector, and is the low resolution image vector, then feature of image can be defined as, where i is the number of patches, i 1,2,3 … N, and is the matrix extraction feature of patch from .
In Eq. 13 the term which builds the high resolution patches.
Our objective is to generate the HR patches, which can be possible by learning a subdictionary and co-sparsing coefficient.
The final HR image can be constructed by averaging all reconstructed patches in overlap region and adding to achieve the final image which contain rich detailed information. Where is a diagonal matrix which weights the each pixels of high resolution image.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, to evaluate the performance of the proposed method several experiments have been conducted to comprehensively demostrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The LR image is downsampled from HR image with the scaling factor of 3, and the patch size of 7×7 has been used.
A.
In this subsection, to evaluate the visual quality of the proposed method. We are carrying out SR experiment on cameraman image to compare the visual quality with different patch sizes (3×3), (5×5), and (7×7) respectively.
To evaluate the visual comparison by using different patch sizes by implementing on cameraman image. Patch size of (3×3) and (5×5) may not produce the robust reconstruction of HR image because of utilization of limited number of pixels which can also generate blurred artefacts. In proposed method we have chosen the patch size of (7×7), which can produce better reconstruction of HR image with good contrast and resolution, and also suppresses blurred artefacts. 
B. Effectiveness of Dual Dictionary and Propagation Filtering
As we know that each pair of high resolution and low resolution image patches have contains the same co-sparse representation of signal which is based on internal d j and external D i dictionary respectively. However, by processing internal dictionary and directly applied the external dictionary would produce the reliable solution while maintaining the computational time. Firstly, we have trained HR dictionaries from the high resolution images and applied externally to achieve the good resolution of super resolution HR image.
Propagation filter can be widely applied in many imaging techniques, such as image denoising, image smoothing, image fusion etc. To suppress the large amount of unwanted information from neighboring pixels, we successfully apply propagation filter which is used to achieve the smoothing goal over neighboring pixels while maintaining image structure of reconstructed HR image. The selection of m ize Evaluation
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International Journal of Modeling and Optimization, Vol. 6, No. 4, August 2016 value is critical issue, if we select small m value it cannot preserve the image, and may loss the rich detailed information. Indeed by larger value of m we can achieved the image smoothing structure while maintaining image edges, but that can generate little sharp edges. In Fig. 3 , we are now comparing the image smoothing, and analysis of image structure of propagation filter with recursive filter by using Lena image. Fig. 3(a) shows the original HR image, Fig. 3(b) -(c) show the recursive filter output and propagation filter output respectively. It is shown that Fig. 3(b) cannot preserve the image edges due to overlapping of neighboring pixel and cannot produce smoothing image. In our method we select the optimum value of m which leads to be smoothing image, while preserving the image edges with rich detailed information
C. Experiment with Different Images
In this section, several experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the qualitative and quantitative effectiveness of the proposed method by implementing on seven different images (house, peppers, baboon, cameraman, straw, lena, and flower). Fig. 4(a) shows the original HR image, 4(b) shows the bicubic interpolation method, and 4(c)-(e) show the results of various algorithm Chen [22] , Gou method [21] , and the proposed method respectively. It can be seen from Fig.  4(b) , that the bicubic method results contained jaggy artefacts and produce degraded SR image, and are unable to overcome the deblurring problem. Chen [22] , overcome the limitation of bicubic method by providing better algorithm which leads to be satisfactory SR reconstruction that contained a better visual quality but having less texture detailed compare with proposed method. Gou [21] achieved better results and outperforms previous method in terms of visual resolution but cannot maintain the smoothing edges of reconstructed SR image. In Fig. 4(e) , the proposed method can generate better SR image with enhanced resolution and smoothing edges, and that also outperforms several competent methods.
D. Comparison with PSNR
In this subsection, we are analyzing the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) comparison of the proposed method with other competent method by using seven images see Table I . with σ=0. It can be seen that bicubic method achieved low PSNR in all of applied images. Chen [22] algorithm can generated SR image and achieved better PSNR results than the bicubic method. Gou [22] approach achieved better PSNR because of applied external dictionary which is constructed from high resolution images and that leads to be good reconstructed SR image. The proposed method significantly improves the quality of the reconstructed SR image with higher PSNR values in all of the images and also outperforms several other methods.
E. Comparison with SSIM
The evaluation results of SSIM of different methods are shown in Table II . with σ=0. SSIM values varies from different images. In can be seen that the bicubic method has less sufficient details which leads to unpleasing reconstructed image, therefore this approach achieves less SSIM values in all images. In addition, we can see that the proposed method achieves slightly higher SSIM values compared with other methods, and which also outperforms competent method such as Bicubic method, Chen [22] , and Gou [21] . 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new method is proposed by using learning-based method which focuses on the problem of achieving the goal of SR image. Prior information is used from a high resolution images which is used to generate the good SR image and smooth edges. We introduces dual dictionaries which is the combination of LR and HR dictionaries. To enhance the structure detail between LR and HR images, we develop the nonlinear relationship between LR and HR coefficients by using kernel model. HR patch is generated based on co-sparse with learning subdictionary. Furthermore, propagation filter and self-similarity features have been utilized to enhance the HR patch. At last, the final HR image can be generated with reconstructed all superior HR patches. Simulation results demonstrates that the proposed method achieved better qualitative improvement compared with other competent methods in terms of visual resolution and smooth edges. In addition, it achieves better PSNR and SSIM values.
